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ABSTRACT  

Nowadays the alcoholism represents reprezintă the most extensive drug addiction in all populational groups 

and is recognised by medical, social, economical and legal experts as a real “toxic pandemic”. The researchers 

consider that ethanol is the molecule with the most dedicated pages in the medical literature. The term 

“alcoholism” defines both the excessive and prolonged consume of alcohol (alcohol use disorder) and alcohol 

addiction. The alcoholism incidence increases worldwide in the industrialised countries as alcoholism is the 

third biggest cause of death after cardiovascular diseases and various categories of cancer. The dental medicine 

specialists have the possibility to experience the psichological aspects of dental pathology and an 

interdisciplinary collaboration with psychiatrist will facilitate the dental treatment of these patients. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In organic chemistry, the alcohol is an organic 

compound that contains a hydroxyl group 

hidroxil (-OH), bonded to a carbon atom. The 

ethanol is an organic compound with chemical 

formula C2H5OH (CH3 – CH2 – OH), 

signifying a molecule compounded by an ethyl 

radical bonded to a hydroxyl molecule. 

 

 
In the current language, alcohol  term 

is reffered almost always to ethanol, known as 

grain alcohol.  

The alcoholism notion was 

introduced first time in medical literature by 

Magnus Huss in 1847. Despite the meaning of 

‟alcohol‟ as “most noble” in arabic language, 

ist effects are desastruous, with, for example, 

over 40000 deaths only in Germany. The 

alcohol is considered the most used drug in 

many countries due to the low price and legal 

availability.  

In higher doses the alcohol becomes 

a deadly toxin. The death intervenes by 

nervous system disorders as paralysis of 

nervous respiratory center  and the collapse of 

heart functions and blood circulatory system.  

The alcohol acts especially on 

nervous centers that regulate complex cerebral 

functions (awareness, emotions) and less on 

vegetative functions. Some symptoms of 

alcohol intoxication are similar with those 

https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compus_organic
https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidroxil
https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxigen
https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxigen
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produced by opioid intoxication. Naloxone, an 

agonist of opioids can be effective in alcohol 

intoxication.  

The alcoholic presents a diversified 

oral pathology, with rampant carious lesions, 

edentation, periodontal disorders, failed 

prosthetic restorations, and xerostomia.   

The high alcohol consumers also 

have high risk of oral cancer. The patients 

diagnosed with oral cancer that consume 

alcohol further have a growth cancer rate with 

50% higher comparing with oral cancer 

diagnosed patients that gave up to alcohol 

consume. Acetaldehyde, produced after 

alcohol metabolisation by alcohol 

dehydrogenase, has carcinogenic potential. 

The carcinogenic potential of aldehyde and the 

ability of alcohol to increase cell membrane 

permeability can favourise tumors 

development.    

Alcohol is a predisposing factor, not 

an ethiologic factor, in coagulopathy disorders, 

periodontal diseases, carious lesions. It 

becomes ethiologic factor in dental trauma, 

dental alveolar trauma, or maxillary trauma, if 

are produced as a consequence of alcohol 

consume.  

In the case of alcohol consumers 

antalgic medication must be avoided as most 

of these drugs interfere with alcohol. When is 

highly requested, antalgic medication must be 

administered at minimal doses under 

supervision of a family member. The alcohol 

ingestion can stimulate or even inhibate the 

effects of some drugs by increasing the toxic 

effects.  

When dentists comes in contact with 

patients with mental diseases, a good 

collaboration with psychiatrist will facilitate 

the dental treatment of these patients.  

In the case of patients with mental 

disorders the dentists must consider the criteria 

as follows: psychic disease category and its 

interference with dental pathology; 

psychologic profile and communication 

ability; perception about dental pathology and 

compliance with dental assistance; 

communication between patient- psychiatrist-

dentist. For accurate therapy of the patient 

with chronic alcoholism the diagnostic is a 

major factor. The diagnostic of chronic 

alcoholism is possible using a proper 

anamnesis. It can be diagnosed also 

deppresion, anxiety to dental treatments, or 

aggresivity. The detection of these psychic 

states is important as they are associated to 

accidents like traumatic lesions of tongue or 

oral mucosa. 

The psychiatrist must communicate 

to the dentist the psychic context for a proper 

approach of dental disease to patients with 

menatl diseases. 

Most patients with mental diseases 

are not diagnosed or the initiation of psychic 

disorders is almost in the same time with the 

onset of the dental pathology. The intensity of 

dental disorders symptoms and the perception 

of dental treatment depend mostly on pain and 

less on type of mental disease. The pain is a 

complex pathologic phenomenon with 

multiple phisical-pathological, psychic and 

psychic-social implications. When antalgic 

drugs must be administered the dentist must 

request the patients to avoid alcohol consume. 

The pain can be followed by anxiety, anguish 

and phobia and the communication between 

patient and dentist can be thus interrupted.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHOD 

The study was performed by 

Discipline Oral Dental Diagnostic in 

collaboration with Psychiatric Hospital Socola 

Iasi, where 67 patients were diagnosed with 

chronic alcoholism between 2014 and 2017.  

The patients with mental diseases 

were diagnosed for detection of dental 

pathology related to psychic pathology as oral 

dental diagnostic followed the correlation 

between dental status and chronic alcoholism.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

The study group included 67 patients, 

43 males (64,17%), and 24 females (35,82%).  

 

Table I. Patients distribution related to 

sex 
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Related to sex and age, the most 

patients are males with age under 40 or over 

60 (Table II). 

 

Table II 

Patients distribution: correlation age-sex  

 

 
 Related to dental diagnostic, the 

diagnosed dental diseases are as folows: 

periodontal diseases, dental-coronal diseases, 

edentations (reduced partial edentation, 

extended partial edentation, total edentation). 

Related to periodontal diseases, most 

periodontal disorders are severe chronic 

periodontal diseases (68,57%), followed by 

incipient chronic periodontal diseases (23%), 

and gingivitis (8,43%) (table III). 

 

Table III 

Distribution related to dental pathology 

 
 

 

 

Most patients presented to dental 

treatment due to an insupportable pain. During 

the intraoral examen, 17 patients (25,37%) 

were diagnosed with maxillary total 

edentation, reduced partial edentation, 

extended partial edentation, carious lesions 

localised to all remaining dental units, teeth 

mobility associated to severe periodontal 

disease due to the lack of oral hygiene and the 

presence of tartar. 8 patients (11,94%)  were 

diagnosed with the lack of numerous teeth, the 

absence of oral hygiene and numerous coronal 

and root carious lesions. 1 patient (1,49%) was 

diagnosed with block fracture of anterior 

dental group, partial edentation, dental 

pigmentation, plaque, tartar due to the lack of 

oral hygiene. 5 patients (7,46%) were 

diagnosed with severe abrasion of anterior 

dental group, extended partial edentation, the 

absence of maxillary anterior dental group. 11 

patients (16,41%) were diagnosed with 

maxillary and mandibular subtotal edentation  

as well as the absence of oral hygiene. 6 

patients (8,95%) were diagnosed with 

untreated total maxillary and mandibular 

edentation associated to severe alveolar 

resorption. 9 patients (13,43%) were 

diagnosed with chronic alcoholism and 

aggresive behaviour as well as the absence of 

numerous teeth, the lack of oral hygiene and 

rampant carious lesions. 7 patients (10,44%) 

were diagnosed with chronic alcoholism and 

severe abrasion of anterior dental group 

associated to teeth migration and occlusal 

disorders. 3 patients (4,47%) were diagnosed 

with severe abrasion to maxillary and 

mandibular teeth due to occlusal disorders and 

bruxism.  

The ethiologic diagnostic include the 

presence of plaque, lack of oral hygiene, Keys 

components Diagnosticul etiologic este 

sustinut de prezenta placii bacteriane, lipsa 

igienei orale, Keys triad and time factor. The 

radiographic examen reveals radicular rests, 

severe bone resorption and periapical chists.  

 Regarding the periodontal disorders, 

the most cases were diagnosed with severe 

chronic marginal periodontitis (61,19%), 

followed by incipient chronic marginal 

periodontitis (23,88%) and gingivitis 

(14,92%).  

Regarding the oral hygiene status, all 

the investigated patients with mental diseases 

present generalised bacterial plaque and tartar. 

 Regarding the patients with mental 

disorders, the orientation to early diagnostic 

and prevention approach is possible only by 

changing the mindset and approach of dentists 

in relation to disease and patient as well as by 

rising awareness and encouraging the early 
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compliance of these patients to dental 

treatment.  

CONCLUSIONS 

 Most of the dental diseases are 

associated to chronic alcoholism in relation to 

behaviour disorders, inability to adjust to 

social and family demands, moral degradation, 

factors that push the stomatognathic disorder 

in a secondary plan. 

 The psychic manifestations secondary 

to chronic alcoholism are correlated to sex, as 

psychosis is encountered mostly to women, 

while delirium tremens and jonesing are 

encountered mostly to men.  

 When the chronic alcoholism is 

associated to other mental disorders, the 

patients present unexplained dental disorders, 

request unrational surgical interventions or 

prosthetic treatments.  

 The biologic changes to patients with 

chronic alcoholism are moderate correlated 

with complications and progressive 

deterioration of oral tissues; the biological 

parameters are not specific for dental 

pathology, but suggestive for organ disease 

secondary to chronic alcoholism. The 

dental treatment for patients with mental 

disorders can be considered finished only 

when the alcohol addiction is healed due to the 

possibility to make patients aware by the 

importance of oral cavity health.  

The patients with major health 

disorders due to the chronic alcoholism, will 

be treated only under direct supervision of the 

attending physician.  

 The high prevalence of alcohol 

consume and abuse imposes the assessment of 

alcohol consume as essential part of 

psychiatric and dental evaluation due to the 

possibility that any dental pathology can be 

related to alcohol consume, abuse or addiction.  
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